I INTRODUCTION

National attention has increasingly focused on elder abuse.1 Recently, the Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and Safety highlighted the physical and chemical abuse occurring in aged care.2 Earlier, in 2017, the Australian Law Reform Commission (‘ALRC’) conducted an inquiry into elder abuse which explored national laws available to protect older persons from abuse.3 Elder financial abuse (‘EFA’), a common form of abuse, was a focus of the ALRC report.4 In this context, the ALRC made various recommendations about enduring documents (enduring powers of attorney (‘EPAs’) and enduring guardianship) given the role that these documents, especially EPAs, can play in facilitating EFA and heightening the vulnerability of adults who have lost capacity.5 These recommendations included the development of ‘a national online register of enduring documents, and court and tribunal appointments of guardians and financial administrators’ following the national harmonisation of EPA laws (financial, health and personal) as well as the development of a ‘national model...
enduring document’. However, despite the lack of national agreement, the 2019 National Plan to Respond to Elder Abuse agreed upon by the Council of Attorneys-General included achieving national consistency in EPA laws as a medium-term goal, whereas a national EPA register was noted as a short- to medium-term priority. That is, developing a national EPA register became the (unexpected) priority.

In response to this development, this article argues that progressing a mandatory online register is premature, especially before an evidence-based approach to reforming enduring documents broadly has been adequately developed and considered. Further, before specific law reform proposals are developed, there are significant ‘foundational’ challenges that require examination, particularly in relation to an EPA register. This article will contribute to the dialogue around four of these fundamental considerations. First, the role of a human rights framework, as advocated by the ALRC requires discussion, especially given the different approaches to protecting human rights throughout Australia. Secondly, an examination of capacity and the assessment of incapacity is essential to any discussion about EPAs and decision-making. Thirdly, COVID-19 fast-tracked questions about whether and if so, what, role technology could and/or should play in the valid execution of various documents, including EPAs. Finally, the importance of gathering rigorous data, including data about lived experiences, to support evidence-based reform and evaluate any such reform is vital if the goal of ‘effectively reducing’ EFA is to be attained. To better
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contextualise these issues, however, some background comments will first be made about the law reform context, national harmonisation of EPA laws and the proposed register.

II A CALL FOR EVIDENCE-BASED REFORM

The potential for law reform to minimise the risk of enduring documents being used to perpetrate EFA is not new. One of the most recent attempts commenced on 29 November 2019 when the Attorneys-General prioritised the development of a national EPA register as a chief mechanism to combat EFA. This was despite the ALRC final report recommending that a national register be established after the development of nationally consistent laws and model enduring documents, in addition to the adoption of a human rights-based framework. Public consultation about the proposed register occurred in 2020 and again in 2021, noting ‘stakeholder support’. Significantly, however, there is a lack of data to indicate the impact that a register may actually have on EFA, either positive, negative or neutral. Noteworthy too is the fact that although the ALRC called for the proposed register to include court and tribunal appointments of financial administrators and guardians, this was not mentioned in the consultation documents. Consequently, an opportunity to consider implementation of further safeguards for incapacitated and/or vulnerable people was arguably missed. It therefore seems premature to prioritise establishment of a mandatory register for EPAs before either collection of relevant data and/or consideration of nationally consistent laws and model documents, including the role of tribunals, in accordance with the ALRC recommended approach.
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The threshold issues of nationally consistent laws and documents were the focus of the Law Council of Australia’s July 2021 roundtable discussion, and were subsequently reflected in the 12 November 2021 Meeting of the Attorneys-General Communiqué. The Communiqué notes that law reform is required to ‘effectively reduce’ EFA arising from EPAs, with recommendations to develop a nationally consistent approach and timetable of deliverables due to the Attorneys-General by the close of 2022. Further, the Meeting of the Attorneys-General also made a request for ‘alternative models’ for the proposed national EPA register based on consultation with stakeholders. The Meeting of Attorneys-General Communiqué dated 12 August 2022 gave an update noting that proposals for law reform and alternate models for the register are being developed and are to be considered by the (now) Standing Council of Attorneys-General before public consultation is undertaken. The December 2022 and April 2023 meetings noted ‘progress’ in the development of both law reform proposals and alternative models for a national register with public consultation anticipated to occur in 2023. It was also agreed at the April 2023 meeting to develop a successor national plan responding to elder abuse (the original being 2019–23). Adoption of the phrase ‘effectively reduce’ EFA is significant given the aforementioned dearth of empirical data from which baselines can be drawn to evaluate whether an ‘effective reduction’ in EFA has occurred and the reasons for this, let alone unpacking what constitutes ‘effective’.

### III ENDURING POWERS OF ATTORNEY AND NATIONAL HARMONISATION

There is also, of course, the additional hurdle of ‘national harmonisation’ of EPA laws. Broadly, a power of attorney document enables the appointment of an attorney(s) (‘donee’) by the principal (‘donor’) to make decisions when the principal is unable. An EPA persists beyond the loss of capacity, which enables the attorney(s) to make decisions for the principal when the principal does not have
the legal capacity to do so. An EPA also generally enables the principal to appoint
the person(s) they want to make those decisions (with full powers, limited or
restricted powers, and/or powers that are subject to conditions or circumstances)
and can therefore be an important exercise of decision-making autonomy and
dignity. Significantly, however, if incapable, the principal loses the ability to
oversee decisions being made by the attorney(s) and cannot revoke the document.
They can therefore experience increased vulnerability and risk of abuse through
the very mechanism designed to promote autonomous decision-making (so far as
is possible) in the event of incapacity. Such abuse may be intentional, but it can
also be ‘inadvertent’ because the attorney(s) may be unaware of their legal and
equitable obligations.

This has led to calls for more targeted education and
training about EPAs, not only for the professionals involved in preparing them, but
also for those who frequently deal with EPAs, such as financial institution
employees and the broader community. Specifically, this should include
providing training and education aimed at increasing understanding about the
substantial powers given under an EPA as well as the role and responsibilities of
the attorney(s) arising at law and in equity. Powers and duties are key
considerations in any attempt to achieve national consistency.

Australia’s federal system compounds confusion and misunderstanding about
EPAs. Substitute decision-making regimes vary between states and territories. In
ddition to potential legal inconsistencies, this may cause confusion amongst the
broader community about the role of EPAs and resultant responsibilities. Furthermore, legal and practical challenges may arise if an adult moves interstate,
especially after they have lost capacity. This can reinforce access and uptake
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issues, such that people may be unwilling to engage with what can be perceived as a difficult, expensive, time-consuming and unnecessary process. National harmonisation of laws is therefore an admirable goal. For it to have a genuine impact on reducing EFA, however, jurisdictional questions arising from the Australian federalist system need to be addressed as do procedural differences in relation to the documentation required to both validly make and revoke EPAs. There are also substantive questions arising in relation to what provisions the proposed national EPA legislation ‘should’ contain. Further, consideration must also be given to the fundamental issues discussed here, being the role of a human rights framework, incapacity assessments, technology and the need for rigorous empirical research to inform evidence-based reform. It is acknowledged that national consistency, for both laws and documents, will be difficult to achieve. However, the need to address the suspected rates of EFA, particularly that perpetrated by the misuse of EPAs, through effective law reform informed by better data collection (about EFA generally and EPAs specifically) is paramount. This also creates an opportunity to implement real and positive national change through law reform informed by an authentic human rights-based approach in line with associated international and domestic human rights obligations. Despite this, however, the policy priority has seemingly become the introduction of a national EPA register.

IV CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTING A PROPOSED NATIONAL EPA REGISTER

Proponents of a national EPA register argue that a register, particularly a mandatory one, may reduce EFA by: increasing transparency as to the existence of an EPA; providing clarity as to the attorney role and powers; implementing safeguards to minimise risks of forgery or amendment without the principal’s consent; providing information about the history of a document to reduce the possibility of reliance on a revoked instrument and unnecessary tribunal/court applications; and assisting institutions and individuals to identify the existence, scope and currency of documents. There is, however, a dearth of evidence that
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an EPA register of itself will effectvely reduce EFA from the misuse of EPAs. The Survey of Older People (‘SOP’) conducted under the 2021 National Elder Abuse Prevalence Study, found that 51.6% of participants had an EPA (54% females; 49.1% males), with those from higher socio-economic categories and non-Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (‘CALD’) backgrounds more likely to have an EPA. Sons and daughters were most commonly appointed as attorneys (64% by males; 75% females), with partners/spouses next most common (27% by males; 16% females). However, of the 2.1% SOP participants who reported EFA, none reported misuse of an EPA. This is probably explained by adults who have lost capacity being excluded from the SOP, despite likely being at greater risk of EFA under an EPA. It is therefore difficult to ascertain from the 2021 prevalence study data pertaining to who perpetrates abuse under EPAs and how as well as when this occurs, let alone make conclusions as to the effectiveness of a register. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that registering an EPA document will ensure that: first, the principal had the requisite capacity at the time of execution; secondly, the document fulfils all formal requirements; thirdly, the attorneys are eligible to act and/or understand their significant legal and equitable obligations; fourthly, there is no subsequent revocation by the principal, a tribunal or court, or no new EPA executed; and/or finally, whether the document is operative, especially given the complexities associated with satisfactorily assessing whether a person has lost financial decision-making capacity.

Furthermore, implementing a register arguably establishes an additional hurdle to the valid preparation of an EPA which may have the unintended consequence of further reducing uptake rates. In particular, people may be reticent if they are uncertain about who can access the register. Rather than fulfil an additional requirement and/or risk their private choice becoming public, they may instead decline to make an EPA and thus lose the opportunity to appoint their own substitute decision-maker(s) in the event of incapacity. Furthermore, if family dementia, see Trevor Ryan, Bruce Baer Arnold and Wendy Bonython, ‘Protecting the Rights of Those with Dementia through Mandatory Registration of Enduring Powers? A Comparative Analysis’ (2015) 36(2) Adelaide Law Review 355.
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members or carers become aware through the register that an individual executed an EPA appointing someone else, the principal may be exposed to social isolation, undue influence and/or pressure to change their nominated attorney(s). The register may therefore inadvertently enhance the risk of vulnerability and abuse.

If any registration requirement is overlooked there is also the risk that an otherwise valid document may be invalidated, thus countering the principal’s exercise of decision-making autonomy. In response, a doctrine of substantial compliance could be developed or a system whereby registration could be completed by the donee. However, these circumstances raise the question: what was the donor’s intention if the donor did not complete all the steps necessary to create a valid document? The role of the legal profession also arises, namely will the registration requirement necessitate lawyer involvement, and, if so, how does this impact the uptake of EPAs, their cost and accessibility? However, the counter argument posits that legal professionals should be involved, not only to fulfil formal requirements but also to help combat undue influence, ‘unsatisfactory’ capacity assessments and EPA.

The registration requirement also raises questions around the time of commencement. Will the EPA only become operative on registration as opposed to the loss of capacity or a date specified in the EPA? What if there is an inconsistency in the dates? Again, will this void an otherwise valid EPA with the resultant impact on decision-making autonomy and human rights? The question of capacity and commencement is interesting. Will, for example, proof of incapacity be required to register the document? Conversely, without clarity on this point, is there a risk that having a registered EPA might lead to erroneous assumptions of incapacity? Importantly, what form will this process take and who will be responsible for the incapacity determination? Furthermore, if incapacity is the trigger and validity of substitute decision-making appointments free from abuse the goal, why not require registration of all enduring documents including those appointing healthcare substitute decision-makers?

Another consideration is whether the register will also apply to appointments made by tribunals and courts as recommended by the ALRC. Indeed, a significant issue revolves around the accountability of attorneys and administrators. Administrators appointed by tribunals may be required to comply with strict record
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keeping, reporting and accounting requirements. While attorneys appointed under an EPA are required to keep records, they do not generally have obligations to provide copies of records or accounts unless the court or a tribunal makes an order. As mentioned, inadvertent abuse by attorneys unaware of the obligations imposed on them may be more easily discovered if reporting and review requirements are imposed on all attorneys. This issue needs careful consideration in connection with any proposed law reform.

These issues all raise questions about the compatibility of a mandatory register with the human rights-based approach recommended by the ALRC. As discussed below, an EPA can be a valuable tool in enabling dignity and autonomy for people who have lost decision-making capacity, and thereby enable the fullest enjoyment of their human rights. By the same token, to the extent that a national register increases the risk of abuse or the chance that a person may not enact a valid EPA at all, significant human rights issues arise which require consideration.

V AUTHENTIC HUMAN RIGHTS-BASED FRAMEWORK

Legal mechanisms designed to protect older persons from harm or abuse may do so through means which simultaneously limit their freedoms, autonomy and dignity. In addressing this tension, the ALRC identified that security and dignity ought not be viewed as incompatible, instead suggesting that safeguards can and
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should support and protect an older person’s autonomy.\textsuperscript{55} The ALRC thus recognised the important role of human rights norms and principles in safeguarding against elder abuse, including EFA, especially given the impact abuse has on the right to a life of dignity, security and autonomy.\textsuperscript{56} Pursuant to international treaties such as the \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights} and the \textit{International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights}, Australia is obliged to protect the rights of all persons.\textsuperscript{57} International and domestic human rights laws and associated principles will therefore impact key policy and practice areas in relation to any proposed reform of EPA legislation nationally as well as the development of an EPA register, irrespective of whether it is voluntary or mandatory.\textsuperscript{58}

Several human rights violations can emerge from the misuse of a valid EPA. These include infringing on the rights to freedom of movement, incorporating freedom to choose a residence;\textsuperscript{59} security of person;\textsuperscript{60} privacy, especially in relation to any proposed register;\textsuperscript{61} social security;\textsuperscript{62} and an adequate standard of living.\textsuperscript{63} Misuse of an EPA can also interfere with the right to health, which includes both physical and mental health.\textsuperscript{64} Specific decisions relating to accommodation or healthcare services can have obvious implications for the standard of health a person enjoys in older age, but generally any financial harm can have wider repercussions if it impacts on the ability to fund appropriate healthcare and any associated accommodation. Further, an older person who experiences abuse through the misuse of an EPA may also experience anxiety, depression and/or other impacts on their mental health. These violations can be compounded by ageist assumptions that may inhibit effective access to remedial relief, justice and equality before the law.\textsuperscript{65} This illustrates the accepted understanding of human rights as indivisible and interdependent. At the same time, while abuse of an EPA can violate human rights, a valid EPA can be instrumental in safeguarding a person’s dignity and facilitating decisions that support the enjoyment of their rights. Accordingly, the full range of human rights issues must be examined closely.

\textsuperscript{55} Ibid 20 [1.17]. See also Villios and Pandos (n 35) 240.
\textsuperscript{57} \textit{International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights}, opened for signature 16 December 1966, 999 UNTS 171 (entered into force 23 March 1976) (’\textit{ICCPR’}); \textit{International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights}, opened for signature 16 December 1966, 993 UNTS 3 (entered into force 3 January 1976) (’\textit{ICESCR’}). The \textit{ICCPR} has been implemented in Australia through various pieces of legislation, principally the \textit{Australian Human Rights Commission Act 1986} (Cth) and some state and territory laws. The \textit{ICESCR} has been less fully implemented, though some economic, social and cultural rights can be found in anti-discrimination laws and in the state and territory human rights legislation.
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in connection with any proposed law reform, including the introduction of a register.

In addition to the international obligation Australia bears to respect, protect and fulfil human rights, there is also an expectation that any reform will be in accordance with human rights norms and principles in states and territories that have human rights legislation, namely the Australian Capital Territory, Queensland and Victoria. If national harmonisation is the aim, any law reform in these jurisdictions must comply with their specific human rights requirements. In these jurisdictions, any new or amending legislation will be scrutinised for compatibility with human rights. Of particular relevance to EPA matters are individuals’ rights not to have their privacy unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with or be arbitrarily deprived of their property. Public entities must act consistently with human rights, and laws will be interpreted in a manner compatible with human rights to the greatest extent possible. While a law which is incompatible with human rights will not be invalid, states and territories with human rights laws should strive to minimise human rights interferences. This may present a challenge to national harmonisation given the patchwork of human rights laws across Australia.

Despite the existence of human rights legislation in some jurisdictions, human rights generally tend to be poorly protected within domestic Australian law. Even where human rights laws exist, they typically provide only limited remedies in cases of human rights violations. These gaps need to be addressed to effectively utilise a human rights framework in addressing elder abuse broadly, and particularly in relation to ensuring access to justice where a valid EPA has been misused and EFA perpetrated. A national framework for addressing EFA must therefore be pursued in tandem with meaningful national human rights law reform to ensure that a rights-based approach is as valuable in practice as it promises to be in theory in protecting the right to live a life of independence, security and dignity, including in the event of lost capacity.

VI CAPACITY

Given that EPAs persist beyond the loss of legal capacity, the concepts of incapacity and its ‘satisfactory’ assessment are fundamental to any law reform and register discussion. It also highlights the important distinction that can exist
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between valid execution and activation noting that an EPA generally may come into effect immediately or at some other date, for example upon a determination of incapacity as evidenced by medical evidence, depending on the terms contained in the document and legislative requirements. It is important to note, however, that EPAs are a substitute decision-making tool where a person has lost capacity. This differs from diminished capacity which can see a person supported in decision-making. A human rights-based approach promotes supported decision-making as the least restrictive approach wherever possible but acknowledges that at some stage a person may lose capacity and thus not have any decision-making ability to support. It is here that EPAs are valuable in exercising decision-making autonomy because a capacious person can use a valid EPA to appoint a person(s) they trust to make decisions for them when they no longer can.

Capacity generally is task and time specific, can fluctuate, and must be viewed within the requisite legal framework for the particular decision being made. EPAs raise the specific and complex notion of financial capacity. Financial capacity is broadly concerned with whether a person has the ability to perform instrumental activities of daily living (‘IADLs’). IADLs require a higher level of cognitive ability than activities of daily living which incorporate, for example, tending to personal hygiene. IADLs include being able to manage finances with one of the earliest indicators of waning financial capacity being a person’s inability to undertake calculations. Given the higher level of cognitive function required for financial capacity, diseases that negatively impact cognition, such as dementia, can therefore play a significant role in financial incapacity.

Fundamental to any assessment of capacity is the presumption of capacity. That is, every person over the age of 18 years is deemed to have capacity. This presumption can be easily overlooked, especially if the person does not conform to norms of ‘expected’ behaviour considered representative of a capacious person. Given the presumption, any subsequent assessment is therefore of incapacity in relation to the decision at the time it is being made. Assessments are currently undertaken in an ad hoc manner in Australia leading to questionable outcomes from often opaque processes. Given the potential for an incorrect assessment of capacity to impact negatively on the enjoyment of human rights, there have been

75 South Australian Law Reform Institute (n 6) 126.
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calls for national capacity assessment best practice guidelines to be developed to further the human rights-based approach advocated by the ALRC.\(^83\) This is not to deny that many capacity assessment guidelines already exist. They do, having been prepared by various community, legal and health organisations as well as pursuant to state legislation.\(^84\) However, the sheer number of existing guidelines can inadvertently cause more confusion than clarity, especially given the differences in proposed “best practice”.\(^85\)

In fact, there is no gold standard of assessment nor standardised test to clearly determine at which point and for what decisions a person has lost financial capacity. Capacity assessment ‘best practice’ is therefore generally concerned with questions around process (how, when, where) but also, importantly from a human rights-based approach, who should be involved.\(^86\) This includes the adult whose capacity is being assessed (to promote dignity and autonomy so far as possible) and determining who should conduct the assessment.\(^87\) Is a lawyer, medical or allied health professional best, for instance? Capacity is ultimately a legal determination made by a court/tribunal but how many matters reach that stage? This question highlights the importance of ensuring the appropriateness of the process and assessment outcomes. What is clear is that capacity is a question to be determined within a legal framework and with reference to the relevant legal standard but one that frequently cannot be answered without reference to other disciplines, particularly health and allied health. Who then is best placed to offer clinical insights? A general practitioner, a geriatrician, a neuropsychiatrist, or a social worker, for example? All have potential exposure to issues of incapacity and
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its assessment. Are ‘experts’ better placed to offer reliable opinions? The answer to this appears to be ‘not necessarily’ given that ‘expert’ determinations of incapacity are often undertaken post the loss of capacity, or even death, which means the ‘expert’ assessor may not be able to access the best source of evidence, the capacious person. Consequently, evidence from, for instance, a long-standing general practitioner may carry more evidential weight than a specialist because the former had met the person over several years and thus was able to undertake a contemporaneous assessment. These questions are fundamental to promoting capacity assessment best practice. Underlying them are significant practical considerations of access, particularly for those in regional, remote and rural areas, but also cost noting that there is no Medicare cost code for incapacity assessments.88

Ensuring satisfactory assessment processes and outcomes are imperative in any EPA-focused law reform agenda designed to address EFA and should be a priority given any proposed register will highlight capacity assessment issues. Furthermore, given the complexity of assessing incapacity – but also its inherent role in EPAs, substitute decision-making and preventing abuse – it is necessary to develop national capacity assessment guidelines within a human rights-based framework. Mandatory training and education about how to appropriately assess incapacity in line with these guidelines will also be needed. This is important not only for the professions involved with assessing incapacity but also for the broader community because the more knowledgeable people are about capacity, the more they can participate in the assessment process if, and when, necessary. This is both as a support person as well as the person having their capacity assessed.

VII THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY

COVID-19 saw the introduction of remote electronic witnessing of EPAs (as distinct from the creation of the document in an online form) in several Australian jurisdictions.89 While some emergency measures have been made permanent in some jurisdictions, such as in Victoria, they have drawn to an end elsewhere, for example in Queensland.90 These measures highlighted a ‘technology as a solution’ approach. That is, where physical presence was required to witness certain documents but unable to occur given public health orders, the emergency measures introduced a technology-based response whereby people could witness via a ‘continuous’ remote audio-visual forum such as Zoom.91 Understandably, rapid responses were required during the height of the pandemic and no doubt will

89 Purser, Cockburn and Crawford (n 10); Crawford, Purser and Cockburn (n 10).
90 COVID-19 Emergency Response Act 2020 (Qld) s 25; Justice Legislation (COVID-19 Emergency Response – Documents and Oaths) Regulation 2020 (Qld) ss 6–8; COVID-19 Emergency Response and Other Legislation Amendment Act 2021 (Qld), Justice Legislation Amendment (System Enhancements and Other Matters) Act 2021 (Vic). In New South Wales there is a pilot underway to assess the utility of making the provisions permanent and the provisions were relocated to the Electronic Transactions Act 2000 (NSW) in 2020. See also Crawford, Purser and Cockburn (n 10).
91 Purser, Cockburn and Crawford (n 10); Crawford, Purser and Cockburn (n 10).
inspire and inform future discussion about the utility of ‘technology’, especially given the proposed reform of EPA legislation nationally. Importantly, when managed well, technology-supported legal processes can be supportive of human rights through ensuring access to legal advice, beneficial processes and tools. However, while technology may undoubtedly have beneficial uses, it can also cause or exacerbate problems, particularly in relation to EFA.

Taking remote witnessing of EPAs as an example, there were potentially issues with assessing incapacity, identifying undue influence and determining whether the principal genuinely understood the document they were signing and its effect.\(^\text{92}\) While technology could increase access for those who would otherwise not be able to execute these documents or give people in regional, rural and particularly remote areas access to, for instance, accredited specialist solicitors, this is predicated upon the assumption that people have access to reliable internet as well as devices, and are digitally literate.\(^\text{93}\) It is therefore prudent to first obtain an empirically-informed evidence base exploring whether technology facilitates access to valid EPAs and/or safeguards against abuse before assuming that, for example, a mandatory register housing the creation of EPAs through an online process will effectively reduce EFA.

**VIII EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE**

As discussed above, relatively limited qualitative and quantitative evidence exists to inform evidence-based law reform in this context.\(^\text{94}\) For instance, there is limited prevalence data establishing the uptake of EPAs,\(^\text{95}\) particularly whether and, if so, how often they are relied upon for transactions. There is also little known, beyond anecdotal evidence or assumptions, about the difficulties faced by third parties such as banks and other financial institutions when presented with EPAs.\(^\text{96}\) This is especially significant when considering the development of a register, particularly a mandatory one. Further, additional data as to who is being appointed as an attorney and in what capacity, such as jointly or severally, would assist. To this end rigorous empirical studies are needed to establish an evidence base in relation to EPAs and EFA including, for instance, the uptake of EPAs, the difficulties experienced in accessing information about EPAs, the understanding

---


\(^\text{93}\) See further South Australian Law Reform Institute (n 6) 231.

\(^\text{94}\) See, for example, the Australian Law Reform Commission recommendation 3-5 calling for a national prevalence study to develop the evidence base: Australian Law Reform Commission (n 3) 9.

\(^\text{95}\) It is a significant limitation that the participants in the SOP were limited to adults with decision-making capacity. In particular, the SOP involved a probability sample of 7,000 older people aged 65 years and older living in private dwellings and who had the cognitive capacity to successfully engage in a telephone interview. This survey excluded older people without access to a telephone (landline or mobile), residents of institutional premises (for example, prisons, nursing homes and military bases), people incapable of undertaking an interview due to a physical or health condition and people appearing to be under the influence of drugs or alcohol: Qu et al (n 1) 21.

of principals and attorneys about the attorney’s obligations, lived experiences of people with a valid EPA, as well as third-party experiences. Data should also be obtained about whether the use of ‘technology’ would positively impact accessibility and uptake, as well as how technology interacts with incapacity assessments and identifying EFA. The availability of such data will assist to identify reasons for the use and misuse of EPAs to inform effective law reform and implement best practice substitute decision-making in accordance with relevant human rights principles.

IX CONCLUSION

The call for national law reform to harmonise EPA laws is a necessary first step before considering any register. This is because a national register alone is inadequate to address the challenges raised by the misuse of valid EPAs, particularly when used to perpetrate EFA. Not only is there a lack of data supporting the role of registration in addressing EFA but there is also a risk that registration will in fact reduce accessibility, decrease uptake rates, and unintentionally heighten vulnerability as well as the risk of EFA. In addition to the challenges involved with any purported national harmonisation of disparate laws and forms throughout Australia and the development of a potential register, several overarching considerations arise which need to be explored. The first is how to implement a human rights-based framework that genuinely meets domestic, regional, and international human rights obligations in addressing EFA. Another challenge is how to ensure enforceability of these norms and principles where EFA is perpetrated. Assessing incapacity is another fundamental issue that requires examination, with calls for national capacity assessment guidelines to assist with providing transparency and consistency to an otherwise ad hoc process that can negatively impact a person’s autonomy and dignity, two key human rights principles. The potential role of technology was sharply highlighted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Arguments exist for and against its use, especially in relation to assessing incapacity and identifying EFA, but data is needed to critically examine if and then what role technology could have in the creation of valid EPAs. In fact, any proposed law reform should be evidence-based, which emphasises the need for rigorous empirical evidence more broadly about prevalence, uptake, use and understanding of EPAs. Understanding is particularly important given the suspected prevalence of inadvertent abuse. Education and training can also bolster a human rights-based approach to combatting EFA, particularly regarding incapacity assessments, undue influence and the responsibilities and powers of the attorney(s). Furthermore, as noted by the ALRC, the role of tribunals is fundamental when considering reform. There are, therefore, several overarching issues that require examination in any potential reform of national EPA laws, including the development of a register, when attempting to genuinely and ‘effectively’ safeguard against EFA.